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The Hidden Engraving on the Fractional

Currency Shield
By Brent H. Hughes

The complete Fractional Currency shield with all 39 notes in place

For those not familiar with the Fractional Currency
Shield, a brief explanation is in order. Fractional Cur-
rency was in effect "paper change"—paper money in
denominations less than one dollar—issued by the U. S.
Government during and after the Civil War to alleviate a
serious coin shortage. Along with the notes intended
for circulation, the Treasury Department printed uniface
impressions (front and back on separate pieces of
Paper) called specimen notes which were sold to the
public. The shield was an engraving, on heavy paper,
in the shape of a large shield with an arrangement of

thirteen stars and an eagle at the top. Spaces were left
on the engraving in which Treasury employees pasted
39 specimen notes, 20 obverses and 19 reverses. Overall
size was about 20 by 24 inches.

Some authorities say that the shields were made to
assist bankers in identifying counterfeit fractional notes.
Others believe they were simply decorative items in-
tended for bank offices. Perhaps they were financial
souvenirs of the Civil War monetary crisis, since only
the three issues which circulated during the War were
used on the shields. In any event, they are highly prized
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The shield with all notes removed

today and no collector of Fractional Currency considers
his collection complete without a shield on his wall.

Mr. Theodore Kemm in his article "The Fractional
Currency Shield" (PAPER MONEY, Summer, 1964, Vol.
3, No. 3) offered a number of ideas which deserve
further research. He, along with other collectors, has
seen specimen notes that have been removed from a
shield that hear on the reverse the offset image of tiny
lettering from the engraved background of the shield.
This indicates that on the original engraving each note
had a designated place with the denomination and issue
spelled out, which guided the workers in pasting the
notes on the shield.

Recently while repairing a badly damaged shield I
decided to remove all the notes from the background in
order to examine and photograph this lettering. The
stubborn adhesive made it impossible to save all the

tiny letters, but enough were preserved to make an ac-
curate listing of the titles as they were originally en-
graved. Mr. Kemm is quite correct in his theory, as the
titles were obviously for guide purposes. The engraver
spent very little time on the lettering; it is strictly
utilitarian, being simply a skeleton-type engraving with
no top or bottom horizontal strokes. Quite obviously
they were never meant to be seen by other than Treasury
employees.

It is interesting to see the terminology used. Some
titles, such as the "Light Background" and "Dark Back-
ground" in reference to the Washington portraits on
the 3c notes, are still popular today. Others seem strange
—for instance, the use of the word "old" in describing
the second issue bronze-oval notes. At first I thought
this might be the word "gold" with the first letter some-
how missing, but further down we find "5 CT. RE. NEW
RED," so "old" is correct. The use of "OB" (obverse)
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The shield with one-third of the notes attached

and "RE" (reverse) instead of "front" and "back"
should also be noted. The general format uses the word
"
postal" in describing the First Issue notes, the word

"old" in describing the Second Issue, and more or less
descriptive words plus the word "new" in describing the
Third Issue. The Fourth and Fifth Issues were, of
course, not used on the shields.

An obvious advantage of the skeleton lettering is that
the title would not show thru the note pasted over it. The
tiny thin-line lettering simply vanished in the adhesive,
apparently as the engraver planned.

Shields were assembled by female employees using an
adhesive similar to what we now call "wheat paste."
They worked from the top down, absorbing minor varia-
tions in note size by overlapping where necessary. The
space layout of the shield appears to have been made
using measurements of the notes furnished to the en-

graver rather than the notes themselves, as some errors
occurred. The most obvious is in the second row where
the spaces allotted for the two outer notes are too small.
The mounted notes overlap the spaces by over one-half
inch into the decorative design of the background.

Much has been written about the reason for printing
the shields in three colors—the so-called pink and gray,
and the green. It would appear that after the engraving
plate was finished and approved, the question arose as
to which color would be most suitable to enhance the
mounted notes. In the regular course of business, black,
red and green ink was on hand. I suggest that orders
were issued to run off a few in each color for the officials
to examine. This was done, and after the usual top-level
deliberations, the black ink was selected for the produc-
tion run. The fine lines of the engraving create the
illusion of being gray, just as the red ink appears to be
pink. So the pink and green shields may be classified as
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The shield with two-thirds of the notes attached

trial pieces in a sense, possibly issued later to special
friends of the Treasury Department. They are much
more rare than the gray today, with some specialists
estimating 500 to 750 of the gray compared to 15 to 30
of the pink and 10 to 20 of the green. Especially clean
shields bring high premiums when they are offered to-
day, with the pink and green ones substantially more
expensive than the gray.

Another item that needs mentioning again is the
unfortunate use of the term "original frame" when
describing the shields. There is no proof to my knowl-
edge that the Treasury Department framed the shields
before sale—in fact there is some evidence to the con-
trary. I suggest this: suppose the Treasury Department
was asked by the White House to furnish a shield for
presentation to a visiting banker (especially a heavy
contributor to a political campaign 1. The hare shield
would look a little unfinished as a formal gift, so the

Treasury officials would have it placed in an ornate
frame under glass before sending it over to the Presi-
dent's office. To suggest that the shields were framed
in quantity by the Treasury does not hold up. The
typical frame shop would logically use the same style
moulding for each contract, yet today one seldom sees
two frames alike. In addition, Mr. M. R. Friedberg has
recently unearthed two issues of Mason's Coin and Stamp
Collectors' Magazine for 1868 in which dealers use the
phrase "Shields for Framing" and the statement "Shields
are not framed." It is not likely that a dealer would
buy the shield framed from the Government, remove the
frame, and sell the shield bare. More likely he sold the
item as he received it from his source.

Another point worth making is the Government sale
price. A Treasury Department letter dated May 28, 1868
states the shields were "sent free of express charges for
four and 50/100 dollars each." Even in those times it is



Close-up photographs of some of
the note titles, with a Roosevelt
dime included for size comparison
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difficult to see how this price could cover the shield, the
ornate frame, a substantial shipping crate to protect the
glass, and the express charges. More likely each buyer
of a shield had it framed in his locality. I have removed
the back of three shields and found old paper dated 1907
and 1908. It seems to me that a better term to use now
would be "contemporary frame" for the old-style frame,
and "modern frame" for one made today.

Getting back to the tiny lettering behind each note,
we find the titles more or less centered in each space, the
letters a uniform one-sixteenth inch in height, and only
one error in spelling—in the bottom row the left title has
Washington spelled "WSHINGTON". The engraved

titles as they appear on the blank shield are as follows,
reading from left to right in horizontal rows from top
to bottom:

First Row:
50 CT. OB. SPINNER ENGRAVED SIGNATURES
50 CT. OB. OLD
50 CT. RE. OLD
50 CT. JUSTICE WRITTEN SIGNATURES

Second Row:
50 CT. JUSTICE ENGRAVED SIGNATURES
50 CT. RE. GREEN
50 CT. RE. RED
50 CT. SPINNER WRITTEN SIGNATURES
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Third Row:
25 CT. RE.
50 CT. OB.
25 CT. OB.
50 CT. RE.
25 CT. RE.

Fourth Row:
10 CT. OB.
15 CT. OB.
15 CT. OB.
25 CT. OB.

Fifth Row:
10 CT. RE.
15 CT. RE.
15 CT. RE.
25 CT. RE.

Sixth Row:
5 CT. OB.

10 CT. OB.
10 CT. OB.
5 CT. OB.

Seventh Row:
5 CT. RE.

10 CT. RE.
10 CT. RE.
5 CT. RE.

Eighth Row:
5 CT. OB.

25 CT. OB.
25 CT. RE.
5 CT. RE.

GREEN
POSTAL
FESSENDEN
POSTAL
RED

OLD
WRITTEN SIGNATURES
ENGRAVED SIGNATURES
OLD

OLD
GREEN
RED
OLD

OLD
WRITTEN SIGNATURES
ENGRAVED SIGNATURES
CLARK

OLD
GREEN
RED
NEW RED

POSTAL CURRY.
POSTAL CURRY.
POSTAL CURRY.
POSTAL CURRY.

The following three items, submitted by Maurice M.
Burgett, should be added to the list of Civil War card-
board currency published in PAPER MONEY No. 39:

22. "Good for 2 cents, J. W. Tufts" (printed signature),
"Redeemable at any Store in Medford" (assume
Massachusetts). Orange, round, one and one-eighth
inches diameter. Circle line border; entire design
hand-drawn, no type used.

23. "WE OWE YOU 3 CENTS. H. J. & G. M. WALSH."
Large "3" at left. Dark blue, oblong, one and seven-
eighths inches by one and one-eighth inches. Auto-
graph "H. J. & G. M. W." in black ink on back.

24. "GOOD FOR 25 CENTS Payable at the Counter in
Goods or Current Bank Notes when presented in sums
of one dollar and upwards." E. S. Johnson autograph
in black ink on fine-line at bottom. Yellow, two inches
by one inch.

The origin of the dollar sign has been variously ac-
counted for, with perhaps the most widely accepted
explanation being that it is the result of evolution. in-
dependently in different places, of the Mexican or
Spanish "P's" for pesos, or piastres, or pieces of eight.
The theory, derived from a study of old manuscripts, is
that the "S" gradually came to be written over the "P,"
developing a close equivalent of the $ mark, which
eventually evolved. It was widely used before the adop-
tion of the United States dollar in 1785.

Ninth Row:
5 CT. RE. NEW GREEN

10 CT. OB. POSTAL CURRY.
10 CT. RE. POSTAL CURRY.
3 CT. RE.

Tenth Row:
3 CT. OB. WSHINGTON

DARK BACKGROUND
3 CT. OB. WASHINGTON
LIGHT BACKGROUND

Addenda to Cardboard Currency

By Brent H. Hughes

0 1972 Brent H. Hughes

WANTED
YOUR CHOICE NUMISMATIC MATERIAL

We will pay top dollar for all choice coins and cur-
rency that have a value of $10.00 or more. We
will pay you with cash, not promises. Give us a
try, THOUSANDS HAVE.

HERES ALL YOU DO
1. Package coins or currency securely and insure
for full amount. Mail them to us where they will
be inspected upon receipt and a check sent air mail
same day to you. Your coins are held in our fully
insured vaults until you accept or reject our offer.
(We have had very few declines.)

2. If your collection is too bulky to mail please
send us an itemized list of what you have for sale.
We can be in any city within 24 hours to purchase
your collection.

3. We invite you to check our Banking and Pro-
fessional references.
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